OFF ROAD COMPETITION

GYTR Performance Products are especially developed for closed circuit use only and they are not street legal.
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Product
YZ85

Part Name

Part Description

GYTR® Billet Clutch
Cover

GYT-5PA35-10-AL

The GYTR® Clutch Cover is designed to replace the
standard cover whilst giving a more factory look.
- High quality aluminium with ball-burnished finish

GYTR® silencer refill
package

1SR-FIBER-SP-00

Refill package for the GYTR® silencer.

GYTR® Heavy Rotor

1SR-E5550-KT-00

Heavy flywheel for better performance of the
YZ125, part of the GYTR® YZ125 High Performance
Kit

GYTR® Billet Clutch
Cover

GYT-1C335-10-AL

The GYTR® Clutch Cover is designed to replace the
standard cover whilst giving a more factory look.
- High quality aluminium with ball-burnished finish

1SR-E5411-00-00

High quality carbon cover to replace standard plastic
ignition cover.
- Quick replacement
- Inlay GYTR® logo for ever lasting looks
- Weight saving and stronger compared to original
part
- 36 gram weight reduction

1SL-F58G0-V0-00

Rear brake rotor with no slots to replace the original.
- Increases brake pad life in muddy conditions
- Top level quality and durable
By BRAKING®
- Compatible with all YZ models

5XC-F51A0-V0-00

Get Factory Racing look and function with these
billet front wheel spacers that have integrated dust
covers and a seal lip.
- Helps to keep the spacers in place during wheel
installation/ removal
- High quality material
- Compatible with all YZ models

1SR-HIPER-KT-08

- includes 2 GYTR piston assy (2 circlip, ring, piston
pin)
- GYTR heavy rotor
- GYTR exhaust pipe
- GYTR silencer
- carburettor setting kit
- GYTR cylinder head with removable insert
- Vforce air intake with carbon valve reeds
-GYTR CDI unit
- GYTR ported cylinder with installed oil-seal
- carbon ignition cover
- exhaust valves included

GYTR® Carbon
Ignition Cover

YZ125

Part Code

GYTR® by
BRAKING®, Solid
Rear Brake Rotor

GYTR® Billet Front
Wheel Spacer Kit

GYTR YZ125 High
performance kit
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Product

YZ250

YZ250F

Part Name

Part Code

Part Description

GYT-5XD56-20-00

Part of the GYTR® Clutch Components which are
precision machined from aerospace-quality
aluminium with a unique hard coating.
- The GYTR® Clutch Components provide superior
performance and clutch feel, as well as excellent
component durability
- The patent-pending "auto oiling system" forces oil
through specially cut holes in the pressure plate,
into the inner hub, and then to the clutch plates
- Results in improved clutch performance, with
lower clutch temperatures, less clutch expansion
and extended clutch life
- Less rotational mass for improved acceleration
- Lighter than original components

GYTR® Off-Road
Flywheel

1SM-H13A0-V0-00

Heavier flywheel helps to get power to the ground
and keep your momentum up through corners and
tricky sections.
- Results in faster lap times and more race wins
- Smoothest the power delivery

GYTR® Piston Circlip

1SM-E2842-T0-00

Replacement high performance GYTR® Piston
Circlip.
- Spare circlip for GYTR® high compression piston

GYTR® Cylinder
Head

1SM-E11B0-S0-00

- Ensures the ultimate in performance with
durability
- CNC ported to the maximized design
- Utilizes OE valve train
- Developed on the flow bench in conjunction with
dyno and track testing
- GYTR® Performance Camshafts installed to
provide higher valve lift and different cam profile
- Including stock valve train and cam gears for
durability and easy maintenance
- Fully assembled and ready to install
- Used by Yamaha SX / MX race teams

GYTR® Piston Ring
Set

1SM-E1603-T0-00

Spare parts for GYTR® High Compression Piston
Kit.

1SM-E54G0-V0-00

Stronger cover than original version, provides
limited risk of loosening oil cap and large timing
plug during a race.
- Finish is both durable and attractive
- Developed in conjunction with race teams

GYTR® Billet Clutch
Pressure Plate

GYTR® Billet Ignition
Cover
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Product

YZ250F

YZ450F

Part Name

Part Code

GYTR® Water Pump
Guard

1SL-F14C0-V0-00

GYTR® Stainless
Steel Braided Rear
Brake Line

5XC-F58A0-V0-00

GYTR® Billet Clutch
Cover

1SM-E54E0-V0-00

GYTR® Billet Clutch
Pressure Plate

1SM-E63B0-V0-00

GYTR® Ported
Cylinder Head
Assembly

BR9-E11B0-V0-00

Part Description
Lightweight composite protection cover to replace
the original the water pump cover.
- For added protection to the right side engine
components
- Will flex and not bend during an impact
- Strong and durable
- Can be fitted as a stand-alone accessory or with the
optional available GYTR® MX Glide Plate
- Compatible with YZ250F '14 '15 '16 '17 '18 & YZ450F
'14 '15 '16 '17 models
Top-quality brake line designed to not fatigue even
under extreme conditions.
- Utilizes Teflon® inner liner supported by a rugged
308 stainless steel outer jacket
- Silver braided lines with black banjo fittings
- Compatible with all YZ models
- High quality aluminium with ball-burnished finish
- Finish is both durable and attractive
- Developed in conjunction with race teams
Part of the GYTR® Clutch Components which are
precision machined from aerospace-quality
aluminium with a unique hard coating
- The GYTR® Clutch Components provide superior
performance and clutch feel, as well as excellent
component durability
- The patent-pending "auto oiling system" forces oil
through specially cut holes in the pressure plate, into
the inner hub, and then to the clutch plates
- Results in improved clutch performance, with lower
clutch temperatures, less clutch expansion and
extended clutch life
- Lighter than original components
- Less rotational mass for improved acceleration
- Ensures the ultimate in performance with durability
- Provides highest level of performance
- Every head is CNC ported to the maximized design,
eliminating variances that hand porting supports
- Utilizes OE valve train
- Developed on the flow bench in conjunction with
dyno and track testing
- GYTR® Performance Camshafts are installed as well
as stock valve train and cam gears for durability and
easy maintenance
- Ready to install
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Product

Part Name

Part Code

GYTR® Performance
Camshafts

1SL-E21F0-V0-00

GYTR® Radiator
Braces

BR9-E24C0-V0-00

GYTR® Billet Clutch
Basket

BR9-E63A0-V0-00

YZ450F

YZ-F

Part Description
- Maximizes your mid-range and top-end horsepower
and torque without sacrificing any of your low-end
power
- Ground to exact specifications using special CNC
cam-grinding machines improves reliability
- Special all billet alloy construction provides
consistent machined surfaces for increased
durability
- Camshafts come with durable stock cam gears, decomp installed and degreed timing
- These camshafts are designed for use in modified
engines equipped with a high compression piston
- Ready to install
- Constructed with rolled edges and a structural rib
that runs run along the sides of the braces to limit
radiator damage from side impact
- Deliver an optimized strength-to-weight ratio
- Does not restrict airflow to radiator or increase
overheating
- Design provides also protection from peel back
- Easy-to-install; no loose spacers, no trimming of
plastics
- Lighter than original components
- Less rotational mass for improved acceleration
- Flexible, lightweight and lower drag co-efficient
compared to aluminium glide plates when needing a
smooth surface for “gliding” over obstacles
- Strong and durable
- Can be fitted in conjunction with the standard
water pump cover or the optional GYTR® Water
Pump Guard
- Minimizes lateral movement or vibration of the rear
brake pedal
- Allows more height adjustment
- Features a titanium clevis pin that is half the weight
of the original pin

GYTR® MX Glide
Plate

1SL-F14B0-S0-00

GYTR® Rear Brake
Clevis

5XC-F72A0-V0-00

GYTR® Billet Offset
Axle Blocks

33D-F53M0-V0-00

- Reversible
- Hard-anodized billet aluminium
- Sold per pair

GYTR® Brake Line
Pinch

GYT-1P818-15-00

- For great looking accents on your Yamaha
- High quality material

GYTR® Stainless
Steel Braided Front
Brake Line

17D-F58E0-V0-00

- Utilizes Teflon® inner liner supported by a rugged
308 stainless steel outer jacket
- Silver braided lines with black banjo fittings

GYTR® Folding
Clutch and Brake
Levers

17D-H39B0-V0-00
(Clutch)
GYT-5XC37-30-00
(Brake)

- Folds to prevent damage
- Excellent performance as pivot ratio mimics the
original
- Adjustable lever to grip distance to rider
preference
- Brass pivot bushing for rider feel

WR-F
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Product

YZ-F
WR-F

WR-F

WR450F

Part Name

Part Code

GYTR® Radiator
Cages

BR9-E24D0-V0-00

GYTR® Enduro
Glide Plate

1SL-F14B0-V0-00

GYTR® Plastic
Chain Guide

17D-F21E0-V0-00

GYTR® Rear Brake
Guard

1DX-F58F0-V0-00

GYTR® Billet
Clutch Basket

GYT-5XD56-10-00

Part Description
- Full cage with rod design
- Lightweight yet sturdy constructed with
stamped 3.2 mm aluminium to provide
strength and protection in the event of side
impacts
- Small modification can be done on radiator
shroud to reduce overall width increase
- Easy-to-install design means radiator
removal is not required
- Installs in minutes
- Ultimate in protection
- Strong and durable
- With aluminium mounting brackets
- Easy to install
- Constructed of durable Ultra High Molecular
Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE)
- Flexible; will not bend in the event of a large
impacted
- Constructed of durable Ultra High Molecular
Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE)
- Flexible; will not bend in the event of a large
impacted
Part of the GYTR® Clutch Components which
are precision machined from aerospacequality aluminium with a unique hard coating.
- The GYTR® Clutch Components provide
superior performance and clutch feel, as well
as excellent component durability
- The patent-pending "auto oiling system"
forces oil through specially cut holes in the
pressure plate, into the inner hub, and then to
the clutch plates
- Results in improved clutch performance,
with lower clutch temperatures, less clutch
expansion and extended clutch life
- Less rotational mass for improved
acceleration
- Lighter than original components
Race-proven durability
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